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Synonyms

Criminal justice reform; Penal press; Prison jour-
nalism; Prison media; Prisoner writing

Definition

Prison periodicals are newspapers and magazines
written and produced by prisoners. Through these
periodicals, prison journalists bring about institu-
tional change in the criminal justice system. This
institutional change includes the reform of crimi-
nal justice legislation, prison policies, and infor-
mal prison norms.

Introduction

In the 1950s, Dave Saunders, editor of theMenard
Times – the prison periodical at Illinois State Pen-
itentiary – brought about the reform of parole laws
in Illinois. In an editorial, he identified a discrep-
ancy in the use of parole in Illinois. His article
described how prisoners who had a support

network and a job waiting for them after release
received parole and supervisory assistance, while
prisoners who had neither were not released until
the end of their sentence and were simply given a
new suit and 273 dollars (in 2020 dollars).
Saunders’s article alerted state senator Paul
Simon to the discrepancy. As a result, Simon
pushed a bill through the state legislature that
established a system of conditional release to
replace previous parole procedures. Afterward,
Simon credited the improvement in the Illinois
penal system to the Menard Times (Morris
2002: 149).

Through prison periodicals, prison journalists
bring about institutional change in the US crimi-
nal justice system. The institutional change that
prison journalists prompt are marginal changes to
formal criminal justice legislation, formal prison
policies, and informal norms of interaction
between prisoners and between prisoners and
prison officials. This change occurs within the
state whose prison hosts the critical periodical.

What Are Prison Periodicals?

Prison periodicals are newspapers and magazines
that are written and produced by prisoners. Prison
journalists produce the periodicals using state-
supplied resource. These periodicals vary in size
and format, ranging from a four-page newspaper
to a 100-page magazine. The content, however, is
consistent across publications. Most issues
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include entertainment pieces, updates on prison
events, changes in prison policy and legislation,
and sports. Many also include a range of critical
articles. These range from critiques of prison food
to an exposé on the electric chair.

Prison periodicals have existed since 1800 and
have been published out of prisons in every state
(except New Hampshire) and the District of
Columbia. The first prison periodicals were
published out of debtors’ prisons in New York
(Forlorn Hope) and Pennsylvania (Supporter) in
1800. Both shut down the same year. The next
prison periodical, The Summary, began in 1883 at
Elmira Reformatory in New York. Our Paper at
Concord State Correctional Institution followed in
1885. The fifth prison periodical, The Reflector,
began in1897 at Pendleton State Reformatory in
Indiana. In the 1900s, prisons in Connecticut,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Ohio, and other states
began publishing periodicals. Connecticut’s
Wetherfield State Prison began publication of the
Monthly Record in 1896. New Jersey’s Rahway
State Prison began Better Citizen in 1908. Ohio’s
Columbus State Penitentiary began the O.P. News
in 1982. In 1889, Pennsylvania’s State Reforma-
tory began the Reformatory Record.

Over the course of the twentieth century,
the number of prison periodicals published in the
USA grew to include over 200 publications. The
largest number of periodicals were in circulation
during the 1960s, when 239 periodicals were in
publication, after which their numbers declined.
Today, eight are still in operation. Figure 1 shows
the number of prison periodicals in operation in
the USA from 1880 to today.

These publications circulate inside and outside
of prisons. Prison populations receive copies of
their home publication. Prison editors also trade
publications with each other. Publications develop
a subscriber base outside the prison when allowed
by the prison administration. Readership outside
the prisons is small but consists of influential
members of the public: prison reformers, legisla-
tors, governors, judges, and journalists (Baird
1967; Cooney 1974; Drummond 2020; Goodsell
1959; Morris 2002). Figure 2 shows the outside
circulation of prison periodicals over time.

Wardens control the staffing of periodicals. If
they are unhappy with an editor, they can replace
him with another prisoner. To be eligible for a
position on the staff, a prisoner must meet require-
ments established by the prison administration.
Often, these include achieving trusty status,
which involves having minimal disciplinary
write-ups for several years of one’s sentence, in
the prison. Positions on the periodical staff are
highly sought after because they do not include
hard labor and come with more privileges: freer
movement around the prison, access to more
resources, and contact with people outside of
prison. It is also often one of the highest paid
positions. For example, prisoners working in the
fields at Louisiana State Penitentiary receive
$0.04 per hour whereas prisoner on the Angolite
staff earn $0.20 per hour.

Most periodicals receive their funding from the
prison budget. If allowances for a periodical are
not included in the prison budget, then it is funded
by the inmate welfare fund (Baird 1967; Lunden
1952; Morris 2002). Prison officials control the
funding of periodicals, so wardens can shut down
a periodical by redirecting its funding.

Periodical content is subject to censorship from
several avenues. Primarily, censorship comes
from the prison administration. A prison official
must approve each issue before publication. As a
result, prison journalists only publish content that
is acceptable to the prison administration. This
limits criticism of the prison and its staff. Prison
administrators argue that such criticism consti-
tutes a security threat. However, criticisms of the
criminal justice system broadly are allowed
(Novek 2005). A few periodicals, such as The
Angolite, Shadows, the Lake Shore Outlook, and
the Reflector operated with less official censor-
ship, allowing them to publish articles critical of
the prison that hosted them. Censorship also
comes from outside the prison. Editors who run
stories critical of state prison officials jeopardize
their chances for early release. For example, the
parole board often punishes critical editors by
denying their parole (Clines 1995; Morris 2002:
143–144).

Prison journalists also face countervailing cen-
sorship from the prison population. If prison
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journalists are perceived as being in the pocket of
the prison administration, they face the risk of
assault by other prisoners. In response, prison
journalists engage in “censorship of survival,”
structuring their stories in such a way as to avoid
wrath from other prisoners (Morris 2002: 14).
This countervailing pressure ensured that prison
journalists represent the interests of both prisoners
and officials.

Prison Periodicals Bring About
Institutional Change

Prison journalists bring about institutional change
in the criminal justice system by communicating

the realities of prison life. They achieve these
changes despite having no direct influence over
formal criminal justice institutions. This institu-
tional change consists of changes in formal crim-
inal justice legislation and prison policies, and
informal prison norms.

Prison journalists brought about changes in
formal criminal justice legislation including
changes in state parole laws, how parole was
granted, to whom parole was granted, and a
change in the method of execution in Louisiana.
In Illinois, Menard Times editor, Dave Saunders,
identified a discrepancy in the state’s parole laws
which led to those prisoners who had a support
network and a job waiting for them after release
receiving parole and supervisory assistance, while
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prisoners who had served their entire sentence
were only given a new suit and 273 dollars
(in 2020 dollars). In response to Saunders’s arti-
cle, Illinois state senator Paul Simon pushed a bill
through the Illinois legislature that established a
system of conditional release to eliminate the dis-
crepancy (ibid: 149). Through the Presidio, Run-
yon achieved a change in Iowa parole norms such
that Iowa prisoners with detainers would be
paroled. Prior to his article, detainers prevented
prisoners from being paroled. He criticized
detainers as cruel in that they were often filed on
suspicion that the convict had committed other
crimes. His article was picked up by Iowa papers,
resulting in the parole board paroling those Iowan
prisoners with detainers (Runyon 1953: 166).

Runyon also changed prison release practices
in Iowa. In an editorial, he criticized the amount of
benefits that prisoners received when released. At
the time of his editorial, Iowa prisoners received
164 dollars (in 2020 dollars), “a suit of clothes,
and a ticket to place of conviction” (ibid:
283–284). Runyon argued that ex-prisoners
would quickly recidivate because the funds they
received were insufficient to help them find jobs
and homes. After several Iowa papers reprinted
his editorial, the parole board increased the turn-
out money to 266 dollars (in 2020 dollars)
4 months later (ibid: 283–284).

Prison journalists also won the release of long-
term prisoners. They documented the reformation
of long-term prisoners, spotlighting mistakes by
the parole board. The Angolite staff won the
release of Frank Moore through an article on
long-term prisoners. The article generated so
much publicity that “the Board of Pardons
requested his prison record and shortly thereafter
voted to release him” (Morris 2002: 163).
Through the Presidio, Runyon achieved the
release of a “forgotten” lifer, Ole Lindquist
(Runyon 1953: 287). Runyon’s article on Ole
was reprinted by several newspapers. In response,
the Iowa governor asked the parole board “to
review the cases of all lifers in Iowa and make
recommendations on those deserving clemency”
(ibid: 268). Runyon’s article also brought about
the later commutation of the sentences of 14 lifers

by the governor in 1948, making them eligible for
parole (ibid: 261).

In addition to influencing release laws and
norms, Wilbert Rideau brought about a change
in Louisiana’s method of execution through an
exposé published in The Angolite. Wilbert Rideau
and his staff demonstrated that Louisiana State
Penitentiary’s (LSP) electric chair was poorly
built causing the burning and torturing of pris-
oners. This article was used as evidence in suits
to end the use of the electric chair in Louisiana
(Butler 1992: 92). Ultimately, it led to the estab-
lishment of lethal injection as the method of exe-
cution in Louisiana (ibid; Rideau 2010: 212–220).

Prison journalists brought about changes in
formal prison policies. The San Quentin News
(SQN) at San Quentin State Prison in California
succeeded in changing formal prison policies after
its revival in 2008. In its first issue, prison jour-
nalists at SQN challenged a proposed policy that
would integrate prisoners through cellmate
assignment. Prisoners of different races, ages,
and ideologies would be placed in the same
cells. According to Kenny Brydon – the editor at
the time – this proposed policy represented poten-
tial dangers for prisoners by forcing incompatible
individuals to share a 9-�-4-foot cell. He said
that, “If an elderly individual was forced to live
with an aggressive younger person from another
race, that alone could result in racial tensions
escalating” (Drummond 2020: 75). The SQN pre-
vented the proposed policy: it was never
implemented. The SQN also brought about
improvements of the conditions in the Adjustment
Center. SQN journalists detailed the poor condi-
tions in administrative segregation, leading to the
improvement of conditions there despite rebuttals
from the prison administration (ibid: 75).

Other prison periodicals influenced everyday
prison practices. At LSP, The Angolite voiced
prisoner complaints to prison officials. In one
instance, a prisoner at LSP sent a letter to the
Angolite complaining about the habit of mail cen-
sors of stamping “censor” across the front of let-
ters and cards. The Angolite staff brought the
complaint to the mail package room supervisor
who responded through the Angolite, saying that
“I will bring it to the attention of my staff that a
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little more consideration must be shown in dealing
with prisoner property” (The Angolite Sept/Oct
1979d: 9). Prison journalists at the Jefftown Jour-
nal likewise brought about a change in prison
practices. They suggested that the prisoners be
shown newsreels instead of cartoons since most
prisoners found the cartoons boring. In response,
the Missouri State Prison acquired newsreels and
changed the viewing schedule for the prison
(Jefftown Journal 1960).

Prison journalists also brought about changes
in informal institutions inside prisons. They
changed the norms of interaction between pris-
oners and between prisoners and guards, reducing
tensions inside the prisons. Wilbert Rideau and
RonWikberg did so with their article “Prison: The
Sexual Jungle.” They challenged the conception
of rape held by prison officials and that informed
the prison’s policies for addressing rape and hous-
ing gay prisoners. Prison officials thought rape
was an infrequent occurrence only committed by
gay prisoners (Rideau 2010: 155). Because of this
belief, prison policy to prevent rape involved
housing openly gay prisoners in isolation cells,
which were otherwise used as punishment or to
protect former gang members from assault (ibid.).
Rideau and Wikberg demonstrated that sexual
violence in prison is a means to capture power
and property, challenging the validity of that pol-
icy (The Angolite November/December
1979c: 52).

In earlier issues, they facilitated discussions
between prisoners and guards for how to best
prevent prison rape. Ronald L. Chapman, a cor-
rectional officer at Louisiana State Penitentiary,
offered that cooperation between the administra-
tion and prisoners is necessary to eliminate prison
rape (The Angolite May/June 1979b: 80). In the
next issue, Noel Murphy, a prisoner at LSP,
responded, explaining how Chapman misunder-
stood how the prisoner social order begets the
sexual violence and the realities of the officers’
responses to reports of rape (The Angolite July/
August 1979a: 86).

In a later issue, one prisoner wrote to The
Angolite attesting to the change it had inspired in
him. Norman Spooner, a prisoner at Louisiana
State Penitentiary described how The Angolite

had affected his outlook: “I find the Angolite to
be of great help, and it has opened my eyes and sat
me down and made me submit to think about the
life I’m living” (The Angolite November/
December 1979c: 3).

Improving the attitudes of prisoners and cor-
rectional officers helps reduce tensions in the
prison. Prison journalists called for greater respect
to be shown between prisoners and guards. Edi-
tors of the Reflector called for prisoners and staff
to treat each other more respectfully. One editorial
by Charles Long suggested that if he were a cor-
rectional officer, he would never call a prisoner
“Boy,” but, rather, by his name or “Mister”
(Reflector January 13, 1956: 20). Another editor
called for prisoners to show gratitude to correc-
tional officers for their help in making the period-
ical run smoothly (Cooney 1974). Runyon (1953)
describes how guards at Illinois State Prison
wrote-up prisoners less frequently when guards’
attitudes toward prisoners shifted. He further
notes that this change in guard behavior allowed
prisoners to relax and, in turn, they broke fewer
rules (ibid: 264).

Conclusion

Prisoner-produced periodicals bring about peno-
logical reform. Through their efforts to communi-
cate the realities of prison life, prison journalists
spotlight issues that conflict with prison goals of
punishment and rehabilitation, prompting reform.
Prison journalists also challenge prisoners’ and
officials’ perceptions of each other, improving
the prison environment by influencing informal
norms.
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